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Background: 
 
The delegation from Old Ottawa South and Hopewell Avenue Public School – directly 
representing over 33% of the student and family population of the 7 schools in the study 
area – has substantial concerns regarding both process and substance about the 
recommended Scenario submitted by the majority of the Accommodations Working 
Group (AWG). 
 
With regard to process: while the recommended scenario was approved on November 8 
by a close vote of 6 to 4, with 2 abstentions, we believe the AWG did not spend sufficient 
time discussing its implications.   
 
“Scenario 2,” the basis of the Majority Recommendation, was proposed verbally in 
conceptual form at the very end of the September 20th meeting.  Board Staff then created 
a more detailed version of the new Scenario, which was distributed on September 29.  
This Scenario was then discussed at a single meeting on October 4, and was put to a 
final vote at the meeting of November 8.  Given the dramatic and costly nature of the 
Scenario, we find this timeframe to be too short to have fully explored the full 
ramifications of the proposal. 
 
Further, due to the voting model established for the AWG – and to which we objected 
during the discussions of the Terms of Reference creating the AWG - we have serious 
questions about whether the recommended solution does in fact represent the preference 
of a majority of families that would be affected by this radical proposal.  (See immediately 
below and Appendix, page 6, for further discussion of this key point.) 
 
With regard to substance:  in this document, we will outline a proposal that has the 
following relative advantages over the majority recommendation: 
 

 It is based on “Scenario 1a – Revisited”, proposed by Board Staff to the AWG 
and discussed thoroughly on September 20 and October 4.  That proposal 
was supported by a substantial minority of the AWG itself in the final vote and 
was favored by 55% of the respondents to the Public Survey at the October 27 
Public Consultation. In fact, the 3 schools which supported Scenario 1a, and 
opposed Scenario 2, represent 1339 students currently, versus 4 schools 
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opposing it, which house 1281 students.  We assert that this indicates that the 
Majority recommendation does not, in fact, represent the wishes of a majority 
of the school families in the Study Area. 

 It is less costly, in a time of severe capital constraints for the Board. 

 It balances the two top-priority principles identified by the AWG:  Community 
Schools and Quality of Programs, across a larger portion of the AWG study 
area. 

 It addresses in a comprehensive way the projected low numbers in the area’s 
English programs. 

 It balances populations more evenly between Mutchmor and First Ave., rather 
than having one over capacity and the other underutilized in 2015. 

 It is much less disruptive to students and families across the Study Area. 

 It provides a better balance of Intermediate (Gr. 7 and 8) numbers between 
Glashan and Hopewell and thus ensures opportunities for more specialized 
education in both schools, as well as reasonably sized peer groups.  

 
These points are all expanded upon on Page 3 of this Report, under the section headed, 
“Advantages of this Minority Proposal.” 
 
 
Outline of Proposal: 
 
We are proposing a solution based on what Staff proposed at the September 20 AWG 
meeting, called “Scenario 1a – Revisited.”  In this Minority Report, we will call the 
proposed model Scenario 1B. 
 
The key elements of this Scenario are: 
 

1. The construction of a 6-classroom addition to Mutchmor, to be completed by 
September 2013. 

2. Beginning at that date, Mutchmor hosts 3 tracks: English, Gifted English and 
EFI.  Glebe SK-6 EFI students residing west of Bank Street and south of 
Second Avenue (approx. 37% of present First Ave. students) are directed to 
Mutchmor. 

3. First Avenue continues as an SK-6 EFI school, but for a reduced catchment 
area (south of the Queensway, and the rest of the Glebe other than the 
Mutchmor catchment area described just above).  

4. Grade 4-6 English students presently attending Hopewell are directed to 
Mutchmor, to be consolidated into a larger, richer English program.  This frees 
up 2 classrooms at Hopewell. 

5. Upon graduation from Mutchmor and First Ave., all EFI students continue at 
Glashan for Gr. 7 & 8.  All Glebe and Old Ottawa South English and Gifted 
English students move on to Hopewell, thus keeping the cohort for these 
enriched programs together. 

6. The Old Ottawa East/Elgin area remains an Optional area for EFI 7-8 and 
becomes optional for English 7-8, to allow those families to direct their children 
to the Intermediate program that is best for them. 

7. Glashan expands to 3 tracks:  English, MFI and EFI.  The English and MFI 
catchment area is Centretown, and the EFI catchment area is the full Glebe 
and Centretown.   This keeps the Centennial English and MFI cohorts together 
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for both programs, all the way through Gr. 8, and blends them with the First 
Avenue cohort for the Intermediate years.  

8. Hopewell, the only school in the study area which was purpose-built to host 
JK-8 programs – with facilities (lockers, labs, etc.) already in place to host up 
to 300 Intermediate students in a variety of tracks – becomes a two-track 
school for JK-3 (English and EFI), two-track for 4-6 (EFI and MFI), and 4-track 
for Intermediates:  English, Gifted English, EFI and MFI. (See spreadsheet on 
next page for summary of projected figures; authors’ estimates based on 
Board Staff projections.) 

9. All changes become effective with the completion of the Mutchmor addition in 
September 2013, thus providing families, the Board and school 
administrations time to plan for the changes and minimizing any 
“grandfathering” necessary.  

 
 
Advantages of this Minority Proposal: 
 

 It is less costly in capital terms than the Majority Proposal.  From 
Superintendent Carson’s verbal comments at the Board meeting of November 
17, it appears that early estimates by Board Facilities Staff are that a 6-
classroom addition will cost approximately $1.5 million less than an 11-
classroom one.  And if this additional capital IS available for the Study Area at 
this time, we would suggest that it could be applied to an earlier re-build of 
Elgin Street school, which currently faces significant structural challenges, as 
well as a forecast overcrowding issue in the near future. 

 It is less disruptive.  Rather than affecting the entire populations of both 
Mutchmor and First Avenue, it affects only 37% of First Avenue students 
(approximately 175 students.)  For future Gr 7 and 8 English and Gifted 
English populations in the Glebe, the redirection from Glashan to Hopewell 
does not change the distance traveled to school: the schools are almost 
exactly equidistant from Mutchmor, and many attendees of the Gifted Program 
reside in the Glebe and Old Ottawa South. 

 It strengthens the English program in the entire study area directly and 
immediately.  While we in Old Ottawa South are extremely reluctant to lose a 
local option for English 4-6 (and there is deep resistance to this among some 
families we represent, given that Hopewell is the only OCDSB school in our 
neighborhood), the delegation has concluded this is the optimum possible 
option, given all the factors.  However, this is ONLY the case if this move is 
part of an overall re-structuring of area English programs.  Significantly, 
keeping the newly-created Glebe, OOS and OOE English and Gifted English 
cohort together through Grades 7 and 8 further builds a sense of community 
and predictability. 

 It avoids creation of a new 4-6 MFI program in an area with 2 existing 
ones.  This allows the Centennial program to grow and develop, and avoids 
weakening the Hopewell MFI stream by spreading it too thinly. 

 It balances Intermediate numbers more evenly between Hopewell and 
Glashan, and therefore utilizes both facilities more effectively.  The 
Majority Recommendation projects Glashan’s 4-track program population at 
379 for 2015 (98% of capacity), while Hopewell’s 7-8 3-track population would 
be at 170 (approximately 57% of the capacity of 300 of the purpose-built 
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Intermediate wing of the school).  In contrast, Scenario 1B would put Glashan 
at 293 (76% of capacity) and Hopewell at 256 (92% of Intermediate capacity). 

 
The result of this Minority Proposal is summarized in the spreadsheet that follows as 
Page 5.  It shows that, with these changes, Hopewell overall is at 107% of capacity in 
2015, but that these numbers would fit into the school’s 37 classrooms, due to the 
composition of the numbers by stream.  Hopewell Administrations have managed 
effectively within these numbers in the recent past.  However, if there is concern about 
this level of capacity utilization, the authors have several ideas for reducing this 
population with minor changes to existing catchment areas. 
 
Elgin Street is the only other school in the study area that is shown as significantly over 
capacity, at 120%.  As noted above, we would suggest that, if additional capital over and 
above the cost of the 6-classroom expansion of Mutchmor is available, it could well be 
used to expand Elgin’s building to accommodate this population. 
  
 
Conclusion: 
 
Even though we represent over one-third of the total population of the Study Area – far 
more than any of the other affected schools - we do not dissent from the AWG’s Majority 
Report lightly; we would much prefer to have been able to be part of a broad consensus 
supporting a single recommendation.  However, If this decision MUST be made now, we 
recommend Scenario 1B as a much better solution, for all the reasons outlined above.  
Also, we feel strongly that this proposal would actually be supported by a solid majority of 
families in the affected areas, if a complete sampling could be done. 
   
Unfortunately, as we have pointed out, there remain many areas of discussion and 
exploration that were not covered fully, due to the study’s timeline.  With additional time, 
we believe that even our proposal could be refined further and deliver an optimal solution 
for all parties.  
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Appendix 
 

 
 
Shortcomings of the AWG process: 
 
As mentioned, the authors do not dissent lightly from the Majority report.  However, we 
felt that the AWG process – while very useful in identifying problems, creating lines of 
communication and vetting some solutions – was far too compressed in time, and 
imposed significant restraints in the search for a comprehensive, representative solution 
to the difficult problems in the study area. 
 
Some additional major limitations: 
 

 Representation at meetings was not nearly proportional to populations 
that will be affected.  An example: Hopewell houses 33.8% of the present 
student population in the entire study area, but had only 3 of 19 (16%) 
potential votes.  Conversely, First Avenue and Mutchmor together currently 
house 30.1% of the total Study Area population, yet had 5 of 19 (26%) votes 
representing them. This is a significant shortcoming. Further, such schools as 
Centennial and Cambridge are not affected significantly at all by the 
Proposals, but nevertheless had full voting representation on the AWG. 

 

 Due to the school year calendar, the majority of AWG meetings (6 of 10) took 
place before the summer break, and it was only after the summer break that 
Staff introduced the possibility of expanding capacity in the Glebe (where 
space issues are most pressing).  This compressed the discussion of the final 
two Scenarios such that Scenario 2, the final majority recommendation, was 
only discussed for a small portion of 1 meeting, and then only in conceptual 
form. 

 

 A major foundation for the AWG support of Scenario 2 over Scenario 1a was 
grounded in the asserted belief that a dual track school (EFI and ENG at 
Mutchmor) leads to weakened programming. We have seen no research to 
support this assumption, and it was not discussed fully, except in anecdotal 
terms.   

 
 


